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Abstract
Boldness reflects consistent individual differences in risk-taking behavior across various contexts.
However, evaluating this basic assumption has largely been neglected in birds. In a captive monk
parakeet population (Myiopsitta monachus; N = 33), we undertook an analysis of 7 measures
across 3 commonly used boldness assays (i.e., novel object, emergence, and predator-exposure
tests). Using principal component analysis, we derived 3 components (PCs). PC-2 loaded strongly
with measures from emergence and predator-exposure tests; we interpreted it as the closest approximation of boldness. PC-1 and PC-3 described different aspects of feeding such as foraging activity
and rate, respectively. Finally, we assessed the predictive power of each measure that loaded significantly on the boldness axis. We found that no single metric explained even %55 of the variation
in PC-2, nor could more than %50 individuals at the extremes of the spectrum be predicted. Our
results demonstrate the utility of an inclusive approach in personality research.
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1. Introduction
Animal personality describes behavioural phenotypes that are predictable
over time and across different environmental contexts (Dingemanse et al.,
2010). In many species, individuals exhibit consistent intra-specific differences in their reaction to potentially risky situations (Boissy, 1995; Greenberg & Mettke-Hofmann, 2001; Carere & Maestripieri, 2013). Such variation
in risk-taking behaviour is sometimes described as an individuals’ relative
‘boldness’; a well-studied animal personality trait (Sloan Wilson et al., 1994;
Arnold et al., 2007; Jones & Godin, 2010; Dammhahn & Almeling, 2012).
Although the term boldness has sometimes been used synonymously with
behavioural phenomena such as ‘exploratory activity’ (Verbeek et al., 1994;
Minderman et al., 2009) and ‘neophobia’ (Boogert et al., 2006), here we follow the conceptual definition discussed by Carter et al. (2012a): boldness
captures the willingness to utilize resources such as food or habitat in the
presence of threatening stimuli (Bell, 2005; Campo et al., 2015; Finkler &
Terkel, 2015).
A diverse array of experimental set-ups for manipulating risk-taking behaviour can be found in the literature (Reale et al., 2007), which are generally grouped under three broad categories (Vazire et al., 2007; Carter et
al., 2012a). (1) Novel object tests simulate an encounter with an unfamiliar
item, generally accompanying a food resource in the test arena (Wilson et
al., 2010; Garamszegi et al., 2012). (2) Emergence tests focus on the propensity of individuals to leave a safe location and enter an unknown, potentially
dangerous environment (Brown & Braithwaite, 2005; Miller et al., 2006).
(3) Simulated predator exposure tests consist of either a real or artificial
predator presented in a controlled environment to elicit predator inspection
or alarm calls under predation risk (Wilson & Godin, 2009). Generally, individuals are subjected to controlled testing environments in each assay with
the assumption that observed responses reflect a uniform boldness phenotype, which is expressed consistently across risk-related settings (Jolles et al.,
2013; Ingley et al., 2014). However, animal risk-taking behaviour can often
be expressed in a context-specific manner. Implications of this for describing
bold–shy phenotype are that behavioural expression may not be consistent
across assays and, therefore, a general boldness phenotype may be lacking or
extend to only some settings (Coleman & Wilson, 1998; Beckmann & Biro,
2013). In addition to context-specific boldness expression, other distinct per-
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sonality traits may be expressed in assays traditionally used for detecting
boldness (Carter et al., 2012d; Andersson et al., 2014).
The choice of the best assay for the behavioural trait of interest is further
complicated by the fact that there are multiple measures associated with each
experimental setting. As boldness is one of the most extensively studied personality traits in animals, research on risk-taking behaviour has engendered
a small set of distinct metrics that are assumed to represent functionally the
same underlying behavioural trait (Sloan Wilson et al., 1994; Reale et al.,
2007; Carter et al., 2012a, c). Moreover, selecting a single measure from a
given behavioural assay appears to be a common methodological approach,
particularly if there is baseline knowledge concerning the personality axes
in the study organism (Highcock & Carter, 2014; Moscicki & Hurd, 2015).
In other cases, investigators select several measures implemented in closely
related species and adapt these metrics to their biological model (e.g., Seaman & Briffa, 2015). However, given the increasingly frequent detection of
context-specificity in boldness assays (Noer et al., 2015), single measures
will likely not be equally reliable within or across animal species, and their
uncritical adoption based on precedence alone may limit precision in depicting bold–shy variation (Carter et al., 2012a; Beckmann & Biro, 2013).
A clear lesson from recent studies is that the use of a single ‘standard’
measure to characterize boldness types within a population precludes the
determination of its functional accuracy (Carter et al., 2012c). This situation
merits a continuous effort to describe boldness and other latent behavioural
traits in a robust and standardized manner.
Here, we compare the reliability of the simplest methods in common use
today with a more comprehensive approach for better understanding and diagnosis of boldness in a species where the presence of a boldness phenotype
has not previously been assessed (Carter et al., 2012a; Dall & Griffith, 2014).
Specific objectives of this study were to (1) evaluate the congruence of three
standardized behavioural assays in describing boldness, where each of the assays includes multiple behavioural measures, and (2) assess the predictability
of each of seven behavioural measures in ranking individuals according to
their boldness levels. We selected a captive population of the monk parakeet
as our model organism (MOPA; Myiopsitta monachus). According to our
knowledge, no empirical work on the personality traits of MOPA has been
published.
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The study population was subjected to three assays: novel object, emergence, and predation-exposure risk. Using a principal component analysis
(PCA), we examined the consistency of behaviour across the assays. We predicted that, if risk-taking behaviour is represented equally well by all three
standardized behavioural tests, we should observe a single principal component (PC) defined by strong correlations among all seven measures. In other
words, this would be interpreted as evidence of an overall boldness personality in MOPA that is well captured by all the measures. However, if several
principal components emerge, separating metrics or especially assays into
different clusters, it can be interpreted as a challenge to the uniformity of
these three behavioural assays in characterizing boldness for this species,
and that certain assays could instead be linked to other personality traits. We
would conclude that MOPA exhibit a boldness personality trait if we identified a single axis of risk taking behaviour that was loaded by measures
from at least two assays, reflecting that risk-taking behaviour was consistent
across at least two contexts. Finally, we sought to characterize the variation
in the value of single behavioural measures in estimating the boldness values
identified in the full principal component analysis. Hence, we compared the
predictability of each behavioural measure with (a) boldness scores across all
individuals and (b) scores that represented the boldest and shyest (extreme)
ends of the axis identified by the PCA (Reale et al., 2007; Scheid & Noë,
2010; Kurvers et al., 2012b). Measures that performed well can then be used
confidently as accurate metrics by themselves to capture boldness in MOPA.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Study organism
A member of the parrot family (Psittacidae), MOPA is native to southeastern South America, and has established successful populations outside of
its native range (Bucher et al., 1990; Collar, 1997; South & Pruett-Jones,
2000; Russello et al., 2008; Avery et al., 2012). Its primary habitat is dry
vegetation with subtropical woodland cover, but MOPA readily utilizes anthropogenic landscapes such as agricultural fields, ranches, and orchards
(Burger & Gochfeld, 2005).
2.2. Trapping and maintenance of monk parakeet
Birds in this study (N = 33; 21 females and 12 males) were trapped in
Miami-Dade and Broward Counties in South Florida in 2008. Trappers
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placed large nets over entrances to communal nest structures where all individuals were roosting at night (Tillman et al., 2004). This method avoided
biases that could arise from active baiting, where bold individuals are more
likely than shy ones to explore and eventually enter the trap (Biro & Dingemanse, 2009; Wilson et al., 2011; Carter et al., 2012b). Captured individuals
were then transported to the USDA Wildlife Research Center in Gainesville,
FL, USA. Upon arrival at the facility, birds were sexed, banded, weighed,
and housed in communal cages (1.8 × 1.2 × 1.2 m) within a roofed outdoor aviary. Each cage had a nesting platform (30 × 30 cm), and short sticks
and branches were supplied ad libitum as nesting material. Birds were maintained on a standard diet of fresh fruits, mixed seeds and lettuce. At the time
of the study, all individuals were in the captive environment for 5 years; and
were healthy, with no apparent signs of disease.
2.3. Experimental setting and cage design
We applied three behavioural assays from the animal personality literature,
with a specific focus on experimental settings developed for testing birds
(see Table 1 for references). A total of 7 boldness measures were obtained
from the assays. Biological relevance of these metrics were based on their
commonality in avian personality research. Behavioural assays were conducted from May to August 2013; starting with the novel object test. It was
followed by emergence and simulated predation risk tests, which were implemented consecutively in the same experimental set-up. Novel object tests
were conducted 2 weeks prior to the emergence-simulated predation risk
tests to minimize any carry-over effects of movement and human disturbance
(Bell, 2012). Behavioural output was recorded by using two Panasonic HCV100M cameras. Measures were extracted and quantified by KK.
Novel object assays were performed in a roofed outdoor aviary with a
cement floor, supported by wooden pole frames. The aviary contained 10
test cages (1.8 × 1.2 × 1.2 m) to house birds individually. In each cage,
we provided 4 branches with approximately equal length and thickness, and
two brown plant saucers were placed to supply food and water. Visual contact between neighbouring cages was prevented by hanging opaque sheets
between them. Although we could not obstruct vocal interactions between
the neighbouring cages, we did not observe any noticeable changes in call
patterns when the food cup with the novel object was presented. Since the
space was limited to hold only 10 cages simultaneously, we randomly assigned individuals into 4 test blocks. Prior to each behavioural assay, we
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Table 1.
List of behavioural measures used, the experimental setting and the method of transformation.
Behavioural measure

Experimental setting

Transformation

Latency to enter the novel environment and perch
on a branch after the opening of the release
cage door. Quantified as total number of seconds.
Latency to consume once the food bowl, with a
novel object situated in the middle, is placed
in the test cage. Quantified as total number of
seconds until the bird pecks at seeds for the
first time.
Proportion of time spent feeding during the test
period. Feeding activity involved handling and
consuming while in close proximity to the
food bowl. Quantified as total number of seconds spent feeding, divided by the total test
period in seconds.
Pecking frequency was quantified as the total
number of pecks at the food source over the
time spent foraging during the trials. Individuals bobbed their heads in a distinct pattern
when pecking consecutively, facilitating the
quantification process.
Total number of feeding approaches over the
entire test period. Counting of feeding approaches started when the bird made its first
successful feeding approach. Each feeding approach ended when birds flied to a branch or
moving approximately 30 cm away from the
food bowl.
Total number of vocalizations while exposed to a
predator during the test. Quantified number of
distress calls when the predator is in the visual
range.
Number of flights when exposed to a predator; quantifying each distinct flights and hops
started when the bird left its perch and ended
when bird landed on another perch.

Emergence test

Logarithmic

Novel object test

Logarithmic

Novel object test

Arcsine square
root

Novel object test

Logarithmic

Novel object test

Square root

Predator exposure test

Square root

Predator exposure test

Square root

Behavioural assays and relevant metrics were adapted from the following studies: Greenberg (1989); Martella & Bucher (1990); Webster & Lefebvre (2001); Martin & Fitzgerald
(2005); Stowe et al. (2006a); Hollander et al. (2008); Campler et al. (2009); Nilsson et al.
(2010); David et al. (2011); Feenders et al. (2011); Rockwell et al. (2012); Schuett et al.
(2012).
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selected one of the test blocks, and allocated individual birds in this block to
their test cages in a randomized fashion. An acclimatization period lasting
4 days followed the transfer of test birds. We routinely placed food bowls
inside the cages at 0830, and removed them at 1630, and provided the same
maintenance diet as the birds received in their home cages to control for any
changes in the nutritional state of individuals. On test day, we put a novel
object, a colourful plush toy 5 cm in diameter inside each food bowl with
the food; and recorded the relevant behavioural reactions during a 90-min
sampling period (Table 1). We ran a generalized linear mixed effect model
with Poisson distribution to detect any significant decrease in latency from
day 1 to day 5. Latency to start feeding exhibited a significant downward
trend from day 1 to day 4 (mean ± SE: Day 1, 85.1 ± 18.3; Day 2, 65.2 ±
20.4; Day 3, 56.2 ± 10.3; Day 4, 72.1 ± 18.9). However, when compared to
the first four days, the latency increased considerably on the test day when
familiar food bowls with novel objects were introduced into the cages (Day
5: 738.8 ± 244.3). We concluded that individuals recognized plush toys as
novel objects, as depicted in other taxa (Stowe et al., 2006b). After completing the behavioural assay, birds from the same block were transferred back
to their home cages, and the procedure was repeated until all the test blocks
were completed. Boxplots for each behavioural measure (before transformation) are shown in Figure A1 in the Appendix to this article.
For the remaining behavioural assays, we stationed test birds in a cage
(1.2 × 1.8 × 2.4 m) within a small aviary. Eight branches of equal length
and width were provided inside the test cage, increasing the appeal of the
interior as a novel environment. One side of the cage consisted of a wooden
door and a small opening with Plexiglas cover (30.5 × 30.5 cm). A small
release cage, covered with opaque material, was mounted in the opening.
For each trial, we randomly selected a test bird and moved it to the test
arena in carriers with no visual contact with the outside environment. We
then placed the bird inside the release cage for a 5-min habituation period.
Tests began by remotely releasing the door with a small rope to allow the
bird to enter the novel environment. We recorded the latency to leave the
release cage as the metric for the emergence test. Once the bird was inside
the novel environment cage, we implemented a 20-min habituation period
before initiating the simulated predation risk tests by revealing an owl model
that was hidden behind a cover. We measured the behavioural reaction to the
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dummy predator for 1 min by recording two metrics (Table 1). Emergencesimulated predation risk assays were conducted between 0830 and 1130,
testing 2–3 individuals per day for 3 consecutive weeks.
2.4. Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were done in R (R Core Team, 2014). For PCA, we
used the packages ‘FactoMiner’ and ‘Psych’ (Lê et al., 2008; Revelle, 2013).
2.4.1. Identifying axes
We implemented PCA in order to reduce behavioural measures into fewer
sets of orthogonal components, each potentially representing a personality trait (Budaev, 2010). Since PCA is sensitive to non-normality and relative scaling of variables, all measures were subjected to transformation
and scaling (Maindonald & Braun, 2010). This method resulted in normal
distribution for each variable. After the analysis, we excluded principal components (PCs) with Eigenvalues < 1 (Kaiser, 1960). We rotated the axes
of the remaining PCs (Varimax method) to obtain a better visualization of
variable loadings (Kaiser, 1959; Cote et al., 2010). Following the rotation,
variables with loadings < 0.4 were treated as having no substantial influence
on relevant PCs; variables with larger loadings were used to interpret the
behavioural axis each PC represented (Stevens, 1992; van den Brink et al.,
2012).
2.4.2. Behavioural metrics as predictors of boldness axes
We evaluated the reliability of each single measure to accurately describe
the relative boldness rankings of individuals by calculating the proportion of
variance (R 2 ) explained by each metric. This allowed us to obtain an estimate
of how single behavioural measures differ in their boldness ranking utility.
Lastly, we were interested to see whether the same predictive power would
apply if we restricted our observation to the extreme ends of the distribution
(i.e., bolder and shyer individuals). We started our analysis by rank ordering
individuals from bold to shy according to their scores obtained from each
behavioural measure as well as PC-2 (our axis describing boldness). Once
relative rankings of individuals were ordered that way, we selected 5 individuals from the boldest and shyest ends of the spectrum for each of the
8 behavioural measures and PC-2. We calculated percentages of individuals
that were found in the same group between each measure and the PC. Higher
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percentage scores indicated that a particular behavioural measure was successful in matching the relative boldness rankings from the representative PC
axis.
2.4.3. Gender effects on boldness
Expression of risk-taking behaviour can be influenced by sex-specific factors
(Schuett & Dall, 2009; Small & Schoech, 2015). We did not expect this,
given the monomorphic nature of MOPA. However, since the study included
individuals from both sexes, we investigated sex differences in the expression
of both individual behavioural measures and the PC scores using the Welsh
two-sample t-test.
3. Results
3.1. Context specificity of boldness
We observed no significant effect of sex on individual behavioural measures
or any of the composite PC scores (the lowest p value = 0.08, t = 1.82).
Therefore, we continued using the pooled data from both sexes (Table 2).
The PCA produced 3 PCs with Eigenvalues > 1. All 3 PCs explained
69% of the cumulative variation (Table 3). In PC-1, individuals who were
quicker in approaching and consuming from the food bowl also made more
frequent visits, and pecked at the food item more frequently throughout the
behavioural trial. In other words, this axis described individual differences
in willingness to consume food from the food cup. Therefore, we called this
Table 2.
Summary statistics of behavioural measures.
Behavioural measure
Latency to enter the novel environment (seconds)
Latency to consume food when novel object is
present (seconds)
Proportion of time spent feeding
Pecking frequency when novel object is present
Total number of feeding approaches
Total number of vocalizations when exposed to a
predator
Total number of flights when exposed to a predator

Mean ± SE

Range (min–max)

866.7 ± 211.7
738.8 ± 244.3

5079 (5–5084)
5664 (21–5685)

0.13 ± 0.03
0.57 ± 0.17
5.85 ± 0.96
7.4 ± 1.2

0.8 (0.02–0.82)
4.03 (0.02–4.05)
32 (1–33)
24 (1–24)

4.4 ± 0.7

16 (1–16)
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Table 3.
Component loadings with Varimax rotation from the principal component analysis (PCA) on
7 behavioural measures from 3 boldness assays.
Behavioural measure

PC-1
(Foraging
activity)

Latency to enter the novel environment
Latency to consume food when novel
object is present
Proportion of time spent feeding
Pecking frequency when novel object
is present
Total number of feeding approaches
Total number of vocalizations when
exposed to a predator
Total number of flights when exposed
to a predator
Eigenvalues
Percentage of variance explained
Cumulative percentage of variance
explained

PC-2
(Risk
avoidance)

PC-3
(Foraging
intensity)

−0.13

0.58∗

0.27

−0.85∗

0.04

0.04
0.81∗

0.13
−0.01

−0.06
0.93∗
0.47∗

0.70∗
0.16

0.12
0.74∗

−0.30
0.08

0.01

0.88∗

0.13

1.90
27%
27%

1.68
24%
51%

1.27
18%
69%

∗ Behavioural measures with significant loadings (0.4).

axis foraging activity. In PC-2, birds with greater latency to enter an unfamiliar environment escaped from the predator sooner and gave more distress
calls when the predator was visible. It appeared to capture an underlying riskavoidance behaviour, correlated across contexts. In PC-3, birds that spent a
higher proportion of their time foraging, also pecked more frequently at the
food source. We surmised that PC-3 may have demonstrated individual variation in foraging rate during a feeding bout.
We found that all novel object measures were clustered in two components
(i.e., PC-1 and PC-3); while all measures from the predator exposure and
emergence tests were merged in a single component (i.e., PC-2). We interpret
PC-2 as the axis that best represents boldness in MOPA because it reflects
consistent variation in risk-avoidance across two of our three contexts.
3.2. Predictability of behavioural measures
Three of the behavioural measures, when used alone, demonstrated a meaningful predictive ability in ranking individuals according to their boldness
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scores, as characterized by PC-2 (Figure 1). However, the best predictor
explained only about 50% of variation in PC-2 (Table 4). Total number of
flights when exposed to a predator, which had the highest loading on the
boldness axis, demonstrated the best fit with the boldness axis (R 2 = 0.53;
p < 0.0001). It was followed by the remaining measures that also had strong
loadings on PC-2; total number of vocalizations when exposed to a predator (R 2 = 0.40; p < 0.0001), and latency to enter the novel environment
(R 2 = 0.31; p < 0.001).
Focusing on the extreme ends of the spectrum revealed a similar pattern
(Figure 1). None of the measures succeeded in predicting more than 60%
of the individuals at either end of the distribution (Table 4). Indeed, taking
both extremes together, no single measure predicted more than 50% of the
extreme individuals. Behavioural measures that loaded significantly on PC-2
had greater accuracy in reflecting the rankings of individuals, but did only
slightly better than the best of variables that did not load on PC-2.
4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison of behavioural assays
Our results showed that not all assays traditionally used for characterizing
boldness in birds captured the same underlying behavioural pattern. Although risk-sensitivity has been considered a major constraint on foraging
behaviour for most species (Real & Caraco, 1986; Kie, 1999; Dammhahn &
Almeling, 2012), and latency to approach the novel object has been one of
the most common measures used to reflect boldness (Short & Petren, 2008;
Dammhahn & Almeling, 2012; Kurvers et al., 2012a), we did not observe
any association between the behavioural output in the novel object test and
the remaining boldness tests. In novel object assays, the unusual item is
placed in a familiar feeding tray, and this is hypothesized to invoke an elevated perception of risk (Greenberg, 1984). However, this context could
also reflect underlying variation in resting metabolic rate (RMR). Resting
metabolic rates (RMR; not measured here) has been linked with activity levels in several species (Biro & Stamps, 2010). Since the feeding schedule was
the same for all birds in our test conditions (see Methods), PC-1 and PC-3,
which characterize differences in foraging activity and feeding rates, may instead have captured underlying variation in RMR. Using a measure of RMR
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Figure 1. Linear relationship between individual scores from the boldness axis and each
of the 3 behavioral measures (transformed values) that loaded significantly on that axis:
(A) latency to enter novel environment, (B) total number of vocalizations when exposed to
a predator, and (C) total number of flights when exposed to a predator. Individuals that are
boldest, shyest, and in-between are represented with different shapes to show how they are
clustered (Q, 5 boldest individuals according to PC-2; ", 5 shyest individuals according to
PC-2; +, individuals that are in-between according to PC-2).

as a covariate in behavioural typing may be something to consider in future
studies of MOPA (Killen et al., 2011), and perhaps other species.
The observed incongruity between novel object and the remaining assays
could be due to the unnatural conditions in the test setting. In personality
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Figure 1. (Continued.)

research, animal subjects are usually tested in isolation to obtain individual
boldness scores, therefore eliminating any potentially confounding effects of
their social environment (Webster & Ward, 2011). As a species that lives in
Table 4.
Results of the assessment of the predictability of 7 behavioural measures.
Behavioural measure

Latency to enter the novel environment
Latency to consume food when novel object
is present
Proportion of time spent feeding
Pecking frequency when novel object is
present
Total number of feeding approaches
Total number of vocalizations when exposed
to a predator
Total number of flights when exposed to a
predator

Coefficient of
determination (R 2 )

Matching success (%)
Boldest Shyest Both

0.31∗∗∗
0.11

40
20

20
40

30
30

0.003
0.10

0
20

20
0

10
10

0.03
0.40∗∗∗∗

0
60

60
20

30
40

0.53∗∗∗∗

60

40

50

Coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and p-values for comparisons between each behavioural
measure and PC-2. Matching success represent the percent overlap in membership of each behavioural measure against the PC scores for boldest, shyest, and both ends of the distribution.
Significant values are indicated with asterisks (∗∗∗ 0.0001 < p < 0.001; ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001).
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complex social groups that are centered on their communal nests (Hobson et
al., 2014), absence of any flock members during the novel object assay may
very well have influenced our results (Webster & Ward, 2011). Similar to the
presence or absence of behavioural consistency across functional contexts
(i.e., assays), correlation among behavioural traits might vary depending on
the social environment within which the animals are tested (Dzieweczynski
& Crovo, 2011; Carter et al., 2012d). We therefore assume that replicating
the study design in a social setting, and measuring the repeatability over a
temporal scale should clarify whether novel object assay accurately represent
another type of behavioural strategy by MOPA to manage risky situations.
4.2. Using single measures in personality research
Emergence and predator exposure tests yielded measures that captured riskavoidance behaviour in MOPA, whereas measures associated with novel
object assay did not exhibit any association with the rest of the measures.
However, despite high loadings of three measures from these assays on
a definitive risk-avoidance axis (PC-2), no single variable explained even
60% of the variation in that axis nor were they successful enough in identifying individuals at the extremes of the boldness axis. For example, the
highest success in predicting the individuals at both extremes of the distribution was 50%; and the variation explained by single measures were no
higher than approx. 0.5. Since personality research relies on relative ranks
of individuals within a group, such discrepancies in ranking bold and shy
individuals between single measures and composite scores could lead to erroneous conclusions. Therefore, grouping many measures by implementing
PCA is potentially the most appropriate approach.
Our conclusion has been further supported by several studies that adopted
a similar comparative approach. For instance, Carter et al. (2012d) observed
in baboons (Papio ursinus) latency to handle the food item was not correlated
with other novel object measures such as time spent inspecting and handling
the food item. Moreover, these measures did not show any association with
anti-predator response to a snake model. Also, Beckmann & Biro (2013)
found no correlation between the latency to emerge into the novel environment and reaction to a predation threat in damselfish (Pomacentrus spp.).
Echoing other researchers in the field of animal personality, we believe that
studies should facilitate a thorough assessment of all major assumptions inherent in personality typing until we establish appropriate guidelines for the
design and suitability of testing environments for a wide range of species.
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4.3. Conclusions
Boldness is assumed to be a universal behavioural trait with important ecological significance, and investigators generally face a key trade-off between
comprehensiveness and efficiency in behavioural assays to achieve a useful
ranking of individuals on this trait axis. Relying heavily on previous work to
use a ‘tried and true’ single measure and single assay to effectively achieve
the goal is a common solution. Our results showed that focusing on one
measure from a single assay may not actually represent the trait of interest, leading to degradation of understanding rather than enhanced insights,
and highlight the potential limitations on the general applicability of standard assays in diagnosing boldness types within populations that have yet to
be assessed (Coleman & Wilson, 1998; Wilson & Stevens, 2005; Fox et al.,
2009; Carter et al., 2012d).
Furthermore, initial characterization of boldness in a previously unstudied
species certainly requires a more robust and confident assessment. As we encountered, for species never before assayed for boldness, characterizing their
risk-taking behaviour or seeking simply to rank individuals in a study group
with respect to their relative boldness scores, raises problematic empirical
issues. If investigators automatically deploy standards of testing that are reliable for a few well-characterized model species, risks of erroneous labelling
of personality traits may be significant (Biro & Dingemanse, 2009b; Carter
et al., 2012b). For example, an ornithologist solely implementing a novel
object assay to describe boldness in another parrot species may face the risk
of mislabelling the trait as boldness rather than calling it a form of foraging
activity. We therefore think that a comprehensive approach (multi-measure
and multi-assay) can reveal context-dependencies that standard application
of tests from model organisms might fail to detect. A preliminary study incorporating all the relevant aspects of boldness, depending on the question
that is of interest to the investigator, should also be important to provide
groundwork for future, more robust analyses.
Similarly, the growing interest of studying personality traits in the wild
will benefit from investigations done in a more controlled environment. For
example, latency to approach a regular feeder in the presence of a novel object has been utilized as a measure of neophobia in the field (Greenberg,
1989; Herborn et al., 2010). Number of flights and alarm calls were quantified as metrics for risk-taking in the presence of an intruder in birds (Barnett
et al., 2012; Hyman et al., 2013). Similarly, the likelihood to enter into a
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trap was applied as a metric for boldness in lizards (Carter et al., 2012b). In
field settings such as these, measures that can be accurately assessed may be
limited in number, constrained by particular settings (trapping, feeders, etc.)
in which the animals can be observed while free living. We suggest that research conducted in a captive setting can facilitate decisions concerning the
choice of boldness metrics that are both reliable and practical for field settings. Adapting the best experimental procedures for field-oriented research
programs is of high importance in generating understanding of the functions
of boldness in ecological contexts (Dammhahn & Almeling, 2012). Moreover, captive testing involving multiple metrics — including those used in
the wild — is necessary to assess whether the same behavioural patterns
are being assessed in both captive and free-ranging population (Carter et al.,
2012d; Forss et al., 2015).
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Figure A1. Boxplots for each behavioural measure (before transformation).
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